PART

II

THE MODERN MISSIONARY PERIOD

CHAPTER II
Zanzibar

Mombasa Mission

Describing

Church

the growth of the missionary

Hinsley said: "Here

is

the

human element

in East Africa, Cardinal

lifted to the

level of the

superhuman, and supported by the supernatural. God's Providence

and God's grace rules every gain".

Bishop of the Diocese of

St.

which was entrusted

Fathers,was to spearhead the missionary
of Zanzibar off the East Coast of Africa.

was then known) was

Sultan, Said Majid.

the

At

this

and religious ruler whose

civil

was a saying

Zanzibar as well as Bagamoyo, and to a lesser extent,

was the end of the road

News

at the

at the

time

:

Great Lakes".

Mombasa further north,

for the notorious slave caravans

from the

interior.

of the dreadful condition of the poor, emaciated and half-dead slaves

who somehow managed

M

to the island

by an independent Arab

they are heard

in Zanzibar,

Holy Ghost

time Zanzibar (Zanguebar as

a sovereign state ruled

The Sultan was both

drums beat

the

to

movement northwards

authority extended far into the mainland. There

"When

all,

Denis on the island of Reunion in the southern

waters of the Indian Ocean,

it

over

is

In 1860, Monsignor Armand Maupont,

to survive the dreadful

journey reached Reunion.

Monsignor Maupont decided he must do something
Vicar General, Fr

Armand

them.

to help

He

sent his

Fava, to investigate the situation in Zanzibar with

a view to opening a mission there. Fr

Fava was a diocesan

with other priests of the time destined to

followed his studies for the priesthood

work

at the

in the

priest,

who, along

French colonies, had

Holy Ghost Seminary

in Paris.

Fr Fava arrived in Zanzibar on Christmas Eve, 1860 accompanied by two
other diocesan priests, six Sisters of the Congregation of the Daughters of

Mary

(a

congregation founded in Reunion by Fr Le Vavasseur CSSp) and a

naval doctor.
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The only

Catholics to be found, at quick notice at least, were

Goans. Fr Fava celebrated Midnight Mass with

this little flock, setting in

motion a missionary movement which over the years was

to take

on major

proportions resulting in the flourishing Church of present day East Africa.
In spite of the spirit of anticlericalism which

was fortunate

in finding a friendly

commander of

was

rife in

France, Fr Fava

French Consul on the island as well as a

a small French fleet and a

number of French

nationals, all of

whom welcomed his arrival. He was formally introduced to the Sultan by the
French Consul. Fr Fava

relates

how on

this

occasion the young Said Majid

accorded the small group of missionaries a most "...cordial and assiduous

welcome". The Sultan further assured them that
theirs

and that they were

to feel free to

use them as

his
if

house and land were

they were his brothers.

With such backing from high places, Fr Fava found no
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difficulty in

buying

Zanzibar

land.

He bought

a large plot for the central mission, so large, indeed that the

London

British Consul reported to
reality building a military

that

he was afraid the French were

in

base for a French take-over of the island! Their

fears could be justified by the fact that the Fathers flew the French flag over

wore the uniform of the French Navy! The

the mission and that the doctor

main mission was called Providence. As well as

was bought for the

Sisters'

a pleasant plot by the sea

convent and hospital and shortly afterwards a plot

Money was no problem. The French Government

for a Catholic cemetery.

Reunion allocated 15,000 francs

in

this

to

put the project on

its

feet with

an assurance of more to come; a grant of 20,000 francs came from the
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith in Rome; donations came in
large quantities

from "...wealthy

who

friends in France

are interested in our

work".

From the beginning the
They went along
on the

spot)

missionaries' apostolate

to the slave market (today the

was

directed to the slaves.

Anglican Cathedral stands

and "redeemed" or "bought back" the remnant of the slaves

regarded as useless by the rich Arab slave traders from the Persian Gulf.

These were the old and feeble, and young children. The Congregation for the
Propagation of the Faith kept sending

money each year for

of slaves even after the slave trade had been wiped out!
that the later missionaries used the

slaves".

The redeemed

being treated
baptised.

the

We can only presume

for the redemption of "spiritual

slaves were taken to the mission or the convent after

Then they were

at the hospital.

Among

money

the emancipation

first

names

in the

instructed and eventually

Zanzibar baptismal register

Murphy. Bishop John Neville CSSp suggests

that this

little

As they grew up

became masons,

married and started the

We

Sisters.

first

The boys and

The

girls

girls

were taught the

became men and women,

Catholic families in this part of the world.

have gone ahead of ourselves chronologically here but

point say

American

the boys were taught useful trades. In time they

carpenters, smiths and farmers.

domestic sciences by the

that of

"dark chap from

Central Africa" had as godfather an Irishman on the staff of the

Consulate.

is

more about these Catholic families.

It

let

us at this

was around them that the idea

of the Christian village grew. This was the brainchild of Fr Horner who, in
1868, opened the great mission of
Zanzibar, which

by

the

girls

was

to

become the

Holy Ghost Fathers.

A

Bagamoyo on

the mainland opposite

pattern of all future

new

missions opened

large establishment for boys and another for

was constructed by the Fathers and Brothers who had by now
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arrived.

Mombasa

Mission

Helping the Fathers, Brothers and Sisters were lay volunteers from Reunion

who came
boys and

as teachers

girls at

unfortunates; a

and

Bagamoyo -

life built

At one time there were four hundred

instructors.

new

the source of a

own home

breed of Christian parents had their

these heretofore

life for

on the Catholic sacramental

and virtues.

life

A new

within the safety of the

mission compound; their children would play around the doorway in
security,

and

would

all

live in

overloaded slave dhows.

As

full

peace without fear of the whip, chains, or

the

Church expanded and new missions were

opened,a group of Catholics (called Children of the Mission) was brought

from Bagamoyo

may

to

form the nucleus of the new community. In actual

fact this

not have been the best policy since these foreigners were not always

accepted in their

Wanyamwezi and

new
in

surroundings.

Bura

as

In

Giriama they were known as

Wajomba; they kept apart

to

themselves and

were always somewhat of a question mark to the new local Christians. Be
that as

be

it

may, the policy was a child of

its

time and

it is all

too easy for us to

critical in hindsight.

Let us return to Zanzibar. In 1862
missionary enterprise and

Rome recognised Monsignor Maupont's

named him

Prefect Apostolic of Zanzibar. His

boundaries were: to the north, Cape Guardafui in present day Republic of

Mozambique -

Somalia; to the south, Cape Delgado in

1300 miles;

to the east, the Indian

a distance of

Ocean; to the west, no

some

limit!

THE FIRST HOLY GHOST FATHERS: 1863
In

1863 Fr Fava returned to Reunion along with

companions. Fr Fava continued home
Grenoble.

His

two pioneering

his

France where he became Bishop of

to

Who can estimate the value of the trojan work he did in Zanzibar?

letters to

Christ urged

Monsignor Maupont show

him on and on

tirelessly.

clearly that, like St Paul, the love of

The diocesan

four Holy Ghost missionaries: Fr Anthony Horner,

priests

were replaced by

who was

appointed Pro-

Prefect Apostolic, and his assistant Fr Etienne Baur, along with Brothers

Celestine and Felician. Zanzibar continued until 1872 under the jurisdiction

of the Diocese of St Denis.
year,

The connection with Reunion was severed

and the mission was confided

becoming a

to the

that

Holy Ghost Fathers with Fr Horner

fully fledged Prefect Apostolic.

The mission went on developing

during Fr Horner's time until his death in 1883.

By

this

time the Holy See,

encouraged by the enthusiastic reports sent from the island every year,
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.

Zanzibar

considered that the time had

come

for the Prefecture to

Monsignor Raoul de Courmont was appointed
happy turn of events,

its first

become

a Vicariate.

Vicar Apostolic.

December 1 883 he was consecrated Bishop

in

By

a

in Paris

by none other than Monsignor Fava, now Bishop of Grenoble, who had been
the first missionary to Zanzibar.

By now,

was established and well

the Catholic Mission of Providence

accepted by one and

on the

all

island.

Already

Fava's time, a glowing

in Fr

account of the mission appeared in The Religious Almanac of the Diocese of
St Denis.
for their

made

The

article praises the

work - a hospital,

name

the

"worthy ecclesiastics" and "the good Sisters"

workshops - and for having

a hospice for the poor,

of France respected by

all:

mother country does not

"...our

conquer far off lands only by the force of arms; she also knows how

to

make

more durable conquests by the power of example and the word of
Gospel". The hospital became famous

openness to

all,

mainly

The

missionaries.

enhance the

their efforts to

lot

of

women among
Holy Family,

Egypt, an African country" was also open to
slaves, but apart

come and

from

"in

memory

of the Flight into

Catechism was taught

all.

that, children

the local population. Their

from any race were

learn French, mathematics and a trade.

Some

The children of Indian

"They

compound

return

they have heard. In this
let

home

home

way

after classes

in the evening

Christianity

is like

and asked questions about

and

tell

a light

their parents

among

what

the people

us pray that the Holy Spirit will spread this light in East Africa until

no longer plunged

Mombasa, we

in

of these children from Hindu and Arab backgrounds

stayed on in the mission
Christianity.

to the

invited to

origin are singled out as being "...intelligent, happy, studious and at

our company".

its

devotion to the poor was singled out as well as

school, under the patronage of the

redeemed

the European population for

and on one occasion to some Protestant

sailors,

Sisters'

among

the

in darkness". In

shall see the

.

.

it is

our next chapter which will deal with

high regard the British officials on the island had

for the Catholic Mission.
It

was during

this

time of consolidation under Fr Horner that the Holy

Ghost Fathers opened up Bagamoyo Mission (on a plot already bought by the
far-seeing Fr Fava) and from there headed inland.

Bagamoyo was followed

by Mhonda, Mondhera and Morogoro. Later on came Ilonga and Kilimanjaro
(Kilema)

. .

.

but as the development of what was

day Tanzania)

is

not within the scope of this

return once again to Zanzibar.
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German East Africa (present

work we must leave

it

there and

Mombasa Mission

ARRIVAL OF OTHER MISSIONARY GROUPS
THE VICARIATE
Monsignor de Courmont took over

AND

his Vicariate at a

DIVISIONS OF

time of great

political

ferment which created great difficulties for him. The infamous Scramble for
Africa

and

was

slept,

on. Africa,

which for centuries had,

unknown and unexplored,

Western eyes, slumbered

in

a land of fable and myth,

awoke

in the

17th and 18th centuries, like Wordsworth's "mighty being", and emerged

from

we

its

darkness into the full glare of Western greed.

was the age of

are dealing with

The time with which

European explorers whose

the great

accounts of their discoveries whetted the appetites of their governments

who

rushed in to claim their share of the spoils. The vast territories under the sway
of the Sultan of Zanzibar were cut up at the Berlin Conference

Convention of London (1886) and divided between the

Cape Guardafui

became

to the

British;

Juba River became

from Tanga

to

Italian;

(1

885) and the

rival powers.

from the Juba

to

From
Tanga

Cape Delgado became German. At

first

they were euphemistically called spheres of influence, later on British East

Africa etc.

Monsignor de Courmont now found himself with a
governed by three

distinct

jurisdiction civilly

European powers, each with

its

own

distinct

government, language, ways, traditions, religions, interests and, yes,
traditional antagonisms, while

nationality

solution

he and his fellow missionaries differed in

and language,from each of them. For him there was only one

- divide the vicariate

corresponding to the

civil

presented this solution to
out by bad health

-

partly

into

ones, each with

Rome
due

ecclesiastical

distinct
its

but did not see

own Vicar

its

to long foot safaris

divisions

Apostolic.

realisation himself.

He

Worn

on the mainland including

one to Kilimanjaro and another to Kikuyuland - he resigned in 1870, and

handed over

to his successor,

Monsignor Emile Allegeyer, who oversaw

division of the huge Vicariate.

Monsignor Allegeyer had been a junior

scholastic in Blackrock College, Dublin, and later
Irish

the

became a member of

the

Province of the Holy Ghost Fathers. After his apostolic consecration, he

spent fifteen years in Trinidad.
In fact the Vicariate

had already seen some minor divisions. In 1880, the

Vicariates of Tanganyika and Victoria

Nyanza (Uganda) had been detached

and handed over to the recently founded White Fathers. In 1887 the southern
part of the Vicariate

had been given to the Bavarian Benedictines and called
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Zanzibar

what remained

the Vicariate of Dar-es-Salaam. In 1905

in

German East

Africa became the Vicariate of Bagamoyo, and Italian Somaliland was

handed over

to the Italian Trinitarians. In

1897 the portion of British East

Africa bordering Lake Victoria was entrusted to the Mill Hill Fathers as the
Vicariate Apostolic of the

Upper

Nile, later

year 1902 saw a further division around

becoming

that of

Kisumu. The

Mount Kenya, which became

the

Vicariate of Nyeri in 1905, entrusted to the Italian Consolata Fathers.

In spite of these sub-divisions what remained of the original vicariate

no mean

heritage.

islands of Zanzibar

The new

Vicariate Apostolic of Zanzibar

and Pemba, and on the mainland

it

was

embraced the

was bounded on the

north by the Juba River and a line drawn from Bardera to Lake Rudolf; on
the south

it

was bordered by German East Africa; on the west and northwest

by the Vicariate of the Upper Nile, and on the east by the Indian Ocean. The
following

65

statistics are

Sisters;

given for

130 Catechists;

this area in

1905: 53 Priests; 45 Brothers;

14,000 Catholics; 29 Churches (stations);

conversions - 927. In 1932 the then Vicar Apostolic, Bishop John

W.

Heffernan CSSp, changed the Vicariate headquarters from Zanzibar to
Nairobi.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE HIERARCHY - THE END OF THE
VICARIATE OF ZANZIBAR
In 1953, the Hierarchy was established in what
Vicariate of Zanzibar ceased to exist.

The

jurisdiction

the Archdiocese of Nairobi and the Dioceses of

The

islands of Zanzibar

was now Kenya, and the

was now divided

Kisumu, Nyeri and Meru.

and Pemba were part of the Archdiocese of Nairobi.

A further division came in

1955 when the Diocese of Mombasa and Zanzibar

was erected consisting of The Coast Province of Kenya and
Zanzibar and Pemba.

Its first

CSSp, was consecrated

the islands of

Bishop, Very Reverend Bishop Eugene Butler

in 1957.

Finally, the last partition took place in 1963. In that year, Zanzibar,

had been attached administratively
the

same time

into

as the latter,

to

Kenya,

now gained its

and in the following year

it

which

independence

at

federated with the

Republic of Tanganyika to form the United Republic of Tanzania. The
situation could not continue with the islands ecclesiastically administered

by

a bishop resident in Kenya. In 1963, the two islands were erected as an

Administration Apostolic. The Holy Ghost Fathers
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who had worked there for

Mombasa

Mission

over a century returned

to

Kenya. From 1964-1966 the Archbishop of Dar-

es-Salaam acted as Apostolic Administrator; Fr Sipendi followed in 1966

and he handed over

to

Bishop Mkoba of Morogoro when he was promoted to

the See of Moshi. In

1973 Fr Bernard Ngaviliau CSSp was appointed

Administrator, thus resuming the long tradition of Spiritan presence
Zanzibar.

The Administration Apostolic became a diocese

Bishop Ngaviliau as

its first

Bishop. The

little

Zanzibar and Wete (on Pemba). The Bishop
priests

and four

Sisters,

and ministers

in

diocese has only two parishes,
is

assisted

by two diocesan

to a Catholic population of a

3,500.

SOURCES:
1.

Almanac of the Diocese of St Denis, Reunion, 1863-1873.

2.

de Courmont, Monsignor Raoul CSSp, Correspondence,
Archives, Chevilly, France.

3.

Neville, V.

Reverend Bishop John, The Story of the Faith

East Africa in The Missionary Annals, Dublin 1934.
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in

1980 with

in

mere

CHAPTER III
Failure

The

on the Tana River

Attempt
on the Mainland

First Ill-fated

Mombasa Mission

As Bagamoyo

known

African

its

had become the Mother-Mission of that part of the East

German East

as

Africa, so also

Mombasa was to become

counterpart in corresponding British East Africa.

although the
1885,

of earlier exploratory visits from Zanzibar, beginning in

site

was not

Tana River.

story of the first mission

-a

a sad story

It is

story of failure,

Immediate failure? Yes; Ultimate failure?

a story of death.

the failure and death of

future of the

The

the first mainland mission.

brings us far inland along the

Was

Mombasa, however,

its

two pioneers

Who knows?

the price to be paid for the

Kenya Mission?

Before the advent of the railways and motorways the most universally
used means of access to the interior of Africa had always been the rivers Nile, Niger,

Congo, Zambezi. Here

in British East Africa, the

Government

looked to their great waterway, the Tana River, as the way to opening up the
country. Their intention

was

to follow the river

well into the heart of Kikuyuland where

Mount Meru near

present day

strategic points along the river
It

was only

has

it

from Kipini on the coast
its

Embu Town. They

from where they hoped

at the foot

of

had opened posts

at

source

to

branch out

further.

natural, then, that missionaries wishing to penetrate inland

would also use the same route and outposts

as their bases. Protestants

had

already established themselves at these posts, and had begun claiming
spiritual spheres of influence.

We

shall see

more about these Protestant

missions later on.

The two most prominent
with which
time

we

we

tribes along the

are concerned

were the Wagalla, who predominated

are writing about, and the

The Wagalla were a warlike

banks of that part of the Tana

Wapokomo,

tribe originating

at the

the present sole occupants.

from Ethiopia who came as

Wapokomo people to the banks of the river while
into the lands of the Wakamba and the Wakikuyu. However,

conquerors restricting the
they penetrated

being slowly defeated by these two powerful tribes on the one hand, and
being harassed by the Maasai and the Somalis on the other, they were
eventually driven back to the Coast where they are found today, keeping a

mere remnant of

their

one time power. They have no land of their

spend their lives moving from place to place with
of Wagalla power, the
peaceful
travelling

way

of

life.

Wapokomo

They

their cattle.

people were able to

live in villages along the

own and

With the wane

settle

down

banks of the

to a
river,

by means of canoes or small motorboats, or by footpaths which

follow zigzag patterns from village to village.
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Tana River

THE PIONEERS
The

opens

story of the first Catholic attempt at evangelising this area

in

1887 when Monsignor de Courmont, Vicar Apostolic of Zanzibar, along with

among

Fr Alexander Le Roy, a veritable giant
an exploratory

visit to

Lamu,

at that

Monsignor de Courmont hoped

the early missionaries,

made

time part of the Sultanate of Zanzibar.

pied a terre on the island for future

to get a

expeditions onto the mainland. After their reconnaissance on and around

Lamu, they returned

to Zanzibar exploring,

on

their way, the possibilities of

founding a mission along the banks of the Sabaki River, near Malindi.

Two years later they were ready to launch their first expedition to the
Tana. On November 2nd 1889, Monsignor de Courmont, Fr Le Roy, Fr
Gommenginger and Brother Acheul

Charles

neophytes from

Bagamoyo

Dreyer,

with ten

along

Mission, set out from Zanzibar in the mission

launch, the St Joseph, which had been donated to the Fathers by a generous

Indian in recognition of the services rendered by the mission to the people

We

of Bagamoyo.
chapter.

referred to such neophytes

They were somewhat naively

were meant

to

from Bagamoyo

in the last

called Children of the Mission and

be a nucleus for Christian families

in

new

missions. There

were two crew members - Hamisi, the captain, and Suleman, the cook both staunch Muslims. They arrived safely in

Mombasa,

Kilifi,

Lamu

having

made

stops at

Malindi and Shela. Their search for a permanent residence

was quickly rewarded. "Through

the kindness of Providence", writes

Roy, "a former Methodist missionary, a native of Sierra Leone,

by name, having become disenchanted with

his

own

Mr

During

church and having

the ministry, offered his house to the Catholic missionaries.

Le Roy

purchase of the house "the

They were

welcomed by

Mr

first

success of the mission".

Le

left

calls the

also

Kurt Toeppen, Director of the German Consular Agency

which administered the German Protectorate of Witu, a Sultanate

in

its

own

right further inland along the Tana.

The
27th.

St

Joseph

set off for Kipini at the

Along with the missionaries were

a biologist,

whose purpose

eggs; a Protestant, a

sums up

in

Jew and

mouth of

Mr

the

making the journey was

several

Tana on November

Toeppen and a fellow German,
to acquire crocodile

Muslims. What a motley group! Le Roy

the Catholic contingent thus: "

One bishop, two priests, one brother,

eleven faithful - the whole hierarchy except the Pope". The St Joseph was

unable to manoeuvre the mouth of the river which formed a delta.
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Mr

Mombasa Mission

Toeppen had been promised canoes and

porters, but as neither materialised

the

group had to do the best they could and

On

arrival

here

was decided

it

that Fr

set out for

Kau on

foot.

Gommenginger should remain

behind with a few of the Christians while the others would proceed further

A

upstream.

recurrent theme keeps

coming up

He

"Mosquitoes... mosquitoes... and more mosquitoes".
"...and so

it

rolls

Fr Le Roy's notes:

in

on, century after century... silently... We are the

missionaries sent by the Catholic

Church

unknown people

to the

banks... Oh God, grant us success, since this venture

its

speak of you that

says of the Tana:

we have come

is

first

living along

yours, and

it is

to

here".

FOUNDATION OF MISSION AT KOZI
Monsignor de Courmont, Fr Le Roy, Brother Acheul and
of Christians reached

Mrambani on December

by the local chief, Kombo,

who had

come from Ndera

the river along with a group of co- villagers to settle at
visited

special

further

up

Mrambani. They were

each year by "a great witchdoctor from Ndera"

who would conduct

Kombo

suggested that the

prayers and

missionaries

rites

accompany

for their harvest.

most unlikely of guides for a Christian

this

expedition looking for a mission site back to Ndera.
us,

band

They were well received

4th.

originally

their small

"And

so",

Le Roy

tells

"Behold the old Babya, the devil's witchdoctor, introducing Monsignor de

Courmont, the Good God's High Priest to the countryside of Ndera". They

were provided with

sufficient

canoes and porters for the journey. They passed

the already well established Methodist

Mission

at

Golbanti (which had been

we mentioned

founded by none other than the Reverend During

earlier as

Lamu to the Catholic missionaries), and that at Ngao
belonged to the German Neukirchen group). They were

having sold his house in

(which

at

the time

accorded a

warm welcome and

a bon voyage at both places.

reached Ndera on December 14 and were given a
village in the region, consisting of

days,

site at

They

finally

Kozi, the principal

between 150 and 200 houses. After a few

Monsignor de Courmont and Fr Le Roy headed once again up-river

accompanied by one of the Christians, leaving Brother Acheul and the others
behind "to maintain good relations". They reached Malalulu, 350 miles from
Kipini,

on Christmas Eve, where they offered Midnight Mass. "...on the

outskirts of Malalulu, in this lost country,

midst of an

unknown people -

it is

here
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we

on

this

mysterious river, in the

find ourselves, a bishop, a priest

Tana River

and a Christian, the

and only representatives of

first

Christianity".

Having reached the further point of their journey up-stream, they started
the long and tedious journey back to Kipini,

Monsignor de Courmont

returning to Kozi,

Lamu and

Zanzibar.

On

founded the Catholic

officially

Mission of St Joseph of Ndera on December 30th 1889. Carried away by the
solemnity of the occasion, Fr Le

missionaries and priests.

To pagan

lands.

as follows in his diary for January

dawn of 1890. Happy New

1890: "The

1st

Roy wrote

To

lands. This

Mass Suleman served us

To

France.

Year.

Happy New Year

the Catholic Church.

was Monsignor's intention

at

to our

To Christian

Mass

today. After

menu: a cup of black coffee and a roasted

his

banana". Leaving Brother Acheul and his band of Christians behind, de

Courmont and Le Roy

set off again, reaching

Kau on January

4th.

Here they

found Fr Gommenginger in good health, and after a brief reunion the two
groups headed off their different ways - de Courmont and Le
stream, and Fr

Acheul

at

his Christians up-stream to join Brother

Kozi.

DISASTER
The

Gommenginger and

Roy down-

AND CLOSURE OF THE MISSION

rest of Fr

Le Roy's

diary relates to the rest of the journey back to

Zanzibar and no further mention

is

made

of Kozi. Fr

Gommenginger and

Brother Acheul started their mission work following the pattern

Bagamoyo progress

first

made was

set

by

a building programme, then catechesis. But any small
shortlived. In July Brother

Acheul arrived

in

Zanzibar

with the traumatic news that as a result of unusually heavy long rains the

Tana had overflowed

its

banks destroying

the village houses. Nothing

was

left.

all

the mission buildings as well as

Fr Gommenginger had constructed a

"nest" in one tree and Brother Acheul one in another
living. "All is lost", reported the Brother.

was

suffering

particularly

was

- and here they were

On top of that everyone in the group

from one disease or another, and Fr Gommenginger
far

from well.

Coinciding with the devastation wrought along the banks of the Tana came
the decision of the government to abandon their posts there.
to build a railway

principal

from Mombasa to Uganda, and

means of penetration

into the interior.

this

It

had been decided

was

to

become

the

What with the poor health of the

missionaries, the devastation of the mission and the decision of the government
to

abandon the Tana, Monsignor de Courmont had no
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alternative but to close

Mombasa

down

Mission

the mission and withdraw. Brother Acheul

with the sad but inevitable news.

Gommenginger had become

so

He

ill

found the

made

group

little

way back

his

all

Kozi

sick to a man. Fr

he was going

that he thought

to

to die.

DEATHS OF THE PIONEERS
They

baptism to record.

On

way Brother Acheul

the

the deteriorating condition of Fr

"Do

not bury

me

brother,

sent

Among

Put

those

me

who

them

Le Roy hastened

He

to Zanzibar about

quoted him as saying:

me

in a canoe and bury

in

received this news was Fr

Courmont and Le Roy. On

meet the group

to

at

Lamu. He met

everyone of them. Fr Gommenginger was but a

there, a pitiful sight

shadow of his former

word

Auguste, who had just returned from an expedition

to Kilimanjaro along with the intrepid pair, de

reception of the news,

without having had a single

Gommenginger.

in this unchristian land.

a sandy grave at Kipini",

Gommenginger 's

Lamu

journey back to

started the painful

self so

wasted was

he.

They

left

Lamu

for Zanzibar

on

October 25th on board the British mailship, the Ethiopia. The journey was a
dreadful one for Fr Gommenginger, and after a long agony during which he

repeatedly offered his

life

for Africa, he died at 1.00 a.m.

the ship approached Zanzibar.

had

set out for the Tana.

evening

It

was

He was

associated with present day

two days short of a year

only 49 years of age.

the mission cemetery

in

just

Kenya

-

on October 31st as

the first

He was

since he

buried that

Holy Ghost Father

to give his life for those

to

who would

be

"reap

in joy". Brother Acheul's health continued to deteriorate to the extent that

there

was no hope of recovery. He died on January 6th 1891 and was

rest beside his friend

Kozi,

it

no longer

found a new

laid to

and fellow pioneer of the Tana River Mission. As for

exists. Periodic floods eventually forced the

village at Kitere across the river,

people to

and there was no more

association with the Catholic Church along the Tana for over 60 years.

SOURCES
Le Roy, Alexander, Sur I'Eau

et

Sur

Terre.

Journal of the Tana River Mission.

Notes made by Fr E. Ryan

CSSp from

above.

Holy Ghost Fathers' Archives, Chevilly, France.
Journal of

Mombasa

Mission.
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CHAPTER IV
Mombasa's Mother Churches
1. Mombasa
2.
3.

Bura
Giriama

"Mombasa — a Queen

indeed,

and beautiful,

withal,

despite the bloodfeuds ofyesteryear, in defiance

of a chequered history ofslavery and rapine and
black death

whose realm

and destruction.
is

commerce,

coral palace at the

A

Queen,

verily,

and whose home

gateway

to Kenya".

(Mister MacMillan)

"Mombasa — The Friendly Town"
(John H. Jewel)

is

a

Mombasa Mission

Mombasa in the 1880's was no stranger to the Holy Ghost missionaries
who

established their spiritual sphere of influence throughout the

what corresponded

Vicariate of Zanzibar in

which the Gospel spread

inland.

As we have

further north to British East Africa.
original intention

course, with

itself as

The

was

Lamu

interior with

power

East Africa. Their

its

As pointed

turned their eyes

out in the last chapter, their
to penetrate the

as their pied a terre, just off the Coast.

Mombasa, of

large harbour and strategic coastal position, along with

one writer put

as "the second part of Zanzibar", as

an obvious

first

now

seen, they

Tana River as the means

to use the

site for a

it,

its

rise

also presented

mission.

Mombasa was
Fr Alexander Le Roy there on an

tentative step towards establishing a mission at

taken by Monsignor de Courmont
exploratory expedition in 1885.

the definitive lines

Courmont wrote

who

sent

He was

when

action the following year

drew

German

mainland missions there were Bagamoyo and Morogoro from

principal

to

to

the

further spurred

Minister,

ruled territory.

He

to

more concrete
in

London

De

between British and German East Africa.

to his Superior General informing

German Prime

on

Commission of Delineation

would not have

Jesuits or

him

that

Bismarck, the

Frenchmen

in

German

German Vicar Apostolic be

therefore suggested that a

appointed for Southern Zanzibar with his headquarters

at

Bagamoyo, and that

he himself should continue as Vicar for Northern Zanzibar with his
headquarters on the island. In further correspondence he often spoke of

Mombasa

as a refuge for French

Holy Ghost Fathers

likely to

Mombasa

be expelled

from German East Africa. He decided

to see

1887 took

Bagamoyo, Mombasa and Lamu. De

it

Courmont' s

in as part of a

round

trip to

interest in starting a mission in

the form of a letter

Mombasa

from Colonel C.B. Euan Smith,

for the Imperial (British) East Africa

Company

Fathers"

who wished

British

open "a branch of

in

Consul and Agent

in Zanzibar.
in

Writing to

Mombasa. Euan

that every assistance possible be given to the
to

and

got a further boost in

George McKinnon, Managing Director of the company
Smith recommended

for himself

"French

their Zanzibar hospital that has

been productive of such great and extended good". He lavished praise on the
missionaries:
practical
practical

"I

recommend

this

project to your hearty

support with the utmost confidence... The

good sense which have always characterised

the French Mission; the care taken by
politics or political

them

to

good

tact,

will

and

wisdom and

the administration of

keep absolutely aloof from

entanglement of any description; the excellent and cordial
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which they never

relations

fail to establish

and maintain with

classes of

all

the native community; the real practical good which has always resulted from
their labours

-

the I.B.E.A.

Company and

all

charge cannot

these considerations render

it,

in

the native communities

my

opinion, certain that

now committed

to their

reap the greatest present and future benefit by the

fail to

establishment in their midst of this mission whose efforts hitherto have met

with so signal and so well merited success".

Unmoved by
McKinnon
hospital

outpouring of lavish praise for the proposed project,

this

replied that the I.B.E.A.

in

Mombasa

Company

for their employees.

intended establishing

its

own

Unperturbed, de Courmont

thereupon suggested that he provide Sisters as nurses to assist the Company's

Having used the thin end of the wedge, de Courmont then went on

doctors.

to say that he could also provide a church or a chapel

and a

school

"...little

which would be appreciated by the Company's employees". He mentions the

Goans working

company

for the

Mombasa, pointing out

in

population in Zanzibar had increased from less than ten in

-

three to four hundred in the eighties

1

860

precisely because they

presence of a Catholic Church and school there.

He

Goan

that the

between

to

knew

ends his

of the

letter

with

tongue in cheek by saying that he would have no objection to building up a
Catholic community "...as

The

last piece

we have done

at

Bagamoyo and

of correspondence bearing on this issue

Euan Smith

which he expresses

elsewhere".

is

de Courmont's

gratitude for

all

the

cooperation received from the Company, especially from Mr. Mackenzie

who

letter

to

in

his

"...with his habitual benevolence and courtesy has expressed his satisfaction

with the French missionaries" and
projects".

the

From all

Holy Ghost

this

it

Fathers'

who

encouraged

"...has

my

future

would seem that part of the curriculum of studies
Mother House was a course

at

in diplomacy!

In another letter from de Courmont's ever flowing pen, this time to

Cardinal Simeoni, Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of the Propagation of
the Faith,

land in

Rome, we

some property

at the

a house in Malindi

a

learn that in fact, de

Mombasa from
".

Coast which he wanted
.

.which

terre in these parts".

chief of

all

Courmont had already bought some

a wealthy Baniani (Hindu businessman)

We

I

to sell

who had

along with the option of

intend to have occupied in order to have a pied

learn with great interest that: "...Baruku,

the countryside around

who

Mombasa and the formidable rival of Said

Bargash, would be pleased to welcome us and asks for us... he says that

we

presented ourselves to

is

him we would be made welcome".
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FOUNDATION OF MOMBASA CATHOLIC MISSION
Armed with

such formidable support from Protestant British, Muslim Arab

and Hindu Baniani, de Courmont was ready for Mombasa. The year 1889

saw

the beginnings of Mombasa's first Catholic Mission in the town.

It

began

with the driving force of one of the greatest Holy Ghost missionaries of both
East and West Africa - Fr Alexander Le Roy. His

missionary was to Reunion, and from there he
to

Mombasa. He was

traveller
articles

and

a

man

came

to

first

appointment as

Zanzibar and then on

of tremendous energy, zeal and

a great

ability,

from whose pen flowed a continuous stream of

prolific writer

and books on a wide variety of subjects including ecology, zoology

and anthropology. He was outspoken

system of administration, so much so
Superior General to have

him

disagreement with the German

in his

was brought on

his

eventually withdrawn from East Africa.

He

that pressure

was consecrated Bishop of the Two Guineas

in

West

Africa, in 1892, and four

years later was elected Superior General - a post which he held for thirty
years and to which he brought a wealth of missionary experience.
In June 1889 Fr

making
fifty

Le Roy came

as his base the

home

Mr Nurubhoy

of a

Catholics in the town,

Mombasa and

to

have a

Adamjee. He found about

mostly Goans, Malabars and Bangalores,

employees of the I.B.E.A. Company. During

on the lookout

stayed for five months,

his stay

he travelled extensively

for possible future mission sites: Malindi, "...which

future",

seems to

and where he bought two houses, both of which were

burnt down - by accident or

intent

we

later

are not told; Jilore in the Sabaki River

area where he bought a plot which he later claimed was "stolen" by a rival

missionary group; Giriama; Kauma; Chonyi; Ribe; Rabai and Digo.

Digo he
It

says: "...they are friendly but given to drinking too

was during

this

period that the

first

August 14th he baptised Maria, the
Pereira

- a couple who figure a
Le Roy

In September,

dying, and christened

baptism in

lot in the later

pages of the

also baptised a three year old

him Alexander, presumably

November on
In July of

company of

his

1

On

Diego and Natalia

Mombasa Journal.

after himself. In

October

Mombasa

again in

the ill-fated group of the Tana River pioneers.

890 Mgr. Le Roy passed through

the indefatigable de

Kilimanjaro. Monsignor

recorded.

".

Giriama boy who was

he returned to Zanzibar to give his report but was back in

way with

the

much tembo

Mombasa was

infant daughter of

Of

Le Roy

Courmont,

offered
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Mombasa once
this

Mass near

again in the

time on their

way

to

the summit, and, having

Mombasa

Our Lady, he consecrated

a deep devotion to

stretching

him on

out before

This safari resulted in the

sides.

all

her the endless vista

to

establishment of the Mission of Kilema, where Fr Auguste

Tana River)

(brother of Fr Charles of the

a single baptism, but which today

Chagga

He was

land.

is

Gommenginger

toiled for ten years without having

the centre of the intensely Catholic

very impressed with the Maasai and was ahead of his

time in his ideas about a realistic approach to the question of their
evangelisation.

After
in

all this

scouting around, Fr

Le Roy

came

finally

to settle in

September 1891, accompanied by Brother Simplicien Dubat,

journal he takes pains to point out that they

Our Lady's

the Feast of

12th, the Feast of her

Kuu, bought from

Mr Pereira whom we
it

The

first

welcome from

all".

to

and local

there

is

have

The

started".

and

first

we

What was

rooms

etc".

spent

is

house into

in a miserable

would be more or
done away with -

less

walls,

While these renovations were going on Mass

in Pereira' s house.

the

Mombasa of Le Roy's

time like?

It

Zanzibar's Ten Mile Strip leased to the British and

1895) by the I.B.E.A. Company.

(until

week was

received a perfect

set out getting the

passable, everything must be remade, arranged or

was offered

in the Journal.

Fr Le Roy, Brother Simplicien, and two Children of the

find a chapel and living quarters which

doors, windows,

to

Most of the Goans,

shape - no easy job as they soon discovered: "Our house

To

a garden".

no documentation

Le Roy notes

authorities,

Mission from Bagamoyo, Angelo and Marcel,

state.

little

as an Ethiopian to allay fears of a

hurriedly alerted, attended with great joy, and

"...visiting the Catholics

house on Njia

become

said the following day.

"The Mission of Mombasa appears

in a

have already met, which had a

Old Town but

Mass was

8th,

Mombasa on September

"...which could eventually

came disguised

Christian take over in the
it.

Zanzibar on September

Holy Name. They took up residence

a story that he

substantiate

left

Birthday, and arrived at

piece of land attached to
is

to establish

His devotion to Our Lady has already been noted, and in his

the mission.

There

Mombasa

It

was

part of the Sultan of

managed on

their behalf

was an almost completely Arab

town. Apart from English Protestant missionaries of the Church Missionary
Society and the employees of the Company, there were no other Europeans

on the

island.

A number of Indian and Goan traders had shops and residences

on Njia Kuu, such
store

as

Mr

became a meeting

Pereira and a

Mr M.R.

do Souza whose grocery

place for the Europeans and which
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became known

as

Mombasa

the Club.

Mission

The

other inhabitants were Africans of various tribes, Swahilis and

Baluchis (mercenaries employed by the Sultan to

man Fort Jesus). We

get the

Mombasa at the time in A Guide to Mombasa and
Surroundings compiled for The Mombasa Times in 1 890 by Charles Hobley.
"Mombasa was a curious place in those days. Its extent was very limited.
following account of

There was a town

wall.

The Fort was garrisoned by about a hundred wild

Hadramathis ...who were commanded by a venerable old Arab gentleman.

Once

outside the narrow lanes of the native town, no roads other than narrow

footpaths existed; even the path leading to Kilindini was only about four foot

wide and passed through jungle the whole way.
and cultivation have
island.

in recent years well

The jungle was

wonderful

It is

how

clearing

nigh abolished snakes from the

infested with puff adders and one invariably

several in the course of an evening walk. Leopards

roamed around

the

saw
town

night snatching the odd goat here and there, and one morning the

at

news came
the

main

our

rifles".

We

street;

it,

fig tree at the

southern extremity of

however, vanished into the bush before

we

could get

have the following description from Doctor Chanel, a Frenchman and

friend of the
left

one was asleep in the big

that

Holy Ghost Fathers

in Paris,

a vivid account of a foot safari from

Bura Mission. Of Mombasa he
only buildings worth the
others are

Swahilis.

mud

name

who

visited

Mombasa to

Mombasa

in

1

894 and

Kilimanjaro passing by

says: "...where the mission is situated, the

and a mosque. The

are the mission itself

houses with makuti roofs, inhabited by Arabs, Indians and

The alleyways between

these houses

become

rivers during the

rains, and the perfumes emanating from them are very varied and anything

but fragrant. In the evening

we go up on the

here a beautiful panorama unfolds

itself

roof of the mission house.

before our eyes and

arm of the sea bordered with greenery". Chanel estimated

Mombasa

at the

we

From

can see an

the population of

time to be around one thousand people.

POOR MISSIONARY PROGRESS
Owing

to the fact that

Mombasa was

an overwhelmingly Muslim town

and, sad to say, owing to the hostility and opposition
missionaries, evangelisation
the beginning.

By 1892

from other Christian

and missionary progress were tediously slow

classes had started at the mission for the

at

young

Children of the Mission brought from Bagamoyo: "...in the morning half an
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hour reading and writing;

in the afternoon half

an hour catechism; in the

evening twenty minutes singing class". Already the Fathers were beginning
to despair

of any progress in the line of evangelisation, and Fr Flick

replaced Fr Le

Mombasa

Roy

are those at the mission.

Mombasa Mission
Kilimanjaro

.

we

better as

notes: "Apart

.

a

as

starting

in

aim now

to

Our

principal

point for

definitive form.

The town

no

is

less

Muslim and

to hold
at

them

when

is

it is

just as true that the

the countryside around

was finished the most complete

was

It is

when we need

helpers for the

do any ministry

they also

in the

more solemn

town among

attitude

among

built at Kilindini but
it.

Our

and come regularly enough

who look after the

Sunday Mass.

singing and never

feasts.

no

number of

solitude reigned around

Christians are mostly Goans, about forty,

to

most deep-seated

the coldest indifference. In fact a chapel

it

Bura and

has not yet taken on

less pagan. It is true that in the countryside there are quite a

liberated slaves, but

on

years later things were no

Mombasa

read: "...the religious future of

is

our missions

May God have mercy on us". Two

.

who had

from the Goans the only Catholics

It is

let

us

to

down

very difficult for us

pagans as there are so many Arabs

the

and slaves of Arabs. One could easily find in the

interior people

who would

be only too glad to see the missionaries settling among them". These were
obviously locals and not liberated slaves whose "coldest indifference" has

been referred

to above.

We

schools in the interior, that

members

to put in charge",

"May God

in his infinite

is

are told that Fr

Machon

on the mainland, but

in fact tried to start

failed for lack of ". .good

and the impossibility of

.

visiting

them

frequently.

mercy look with pity on these poor souls who,

although so close to the coast, beg in vain for a Catholic mission for the past

Mombasa Mission

three years". Again, Fr Flick's vision of the role of

echoed: "For these reasons our principal function boils
this post

which

is

to maintaining

the point of entry for our stations at Kilimanjaro and Bura

and which serves as a procure for them"

THE

down

is

.

DAWN OF HOPE BREAKS

The year 1 897 was a turning point in the
and somewhat miserable

history of the hitherto unfortunate

Mombasa Mission. Although

the house in Njia

Kuu

had been enlarged by the purchase of the house next door, the Fathers realised
that they

the

would need a bigger

plot eventually

and so negotiations began with

Government. These dragged on and on and the Journal registers
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frustration after frustration as obstacles arose, permissions

on

until finally

on November 17 we

withdrawn and so

"Messrs Rogers, the local Consul

read:

and Head of Administration and Bradbridge have

finally

reached agreement

about the concession of the land to be ceded to the mission". (The final
signing of the papers, however, did not take place until January 1898

- Fr

Sacleux signed for the mission.) The plot was five acres and was purchased
for thirty

pounds an

acre. Different figures are given in different accounts but

seem

the ones quoted here
shall read

more

to

be the correct ones. Fr Ball, about

whom we

connection with Giriama, started to clear the plot with the

in

mission children; permission was obtained to open a quarry and blast the
rocks; appeals were

made

new church and work was

for donations for a

speeded up day by day to get the building ready for Easter Sunday, 1898. As

one gets nearer the entry for Easter Sunday, one

"We

urgency: April 4th:

shall

have

to

work

is

taken by the great sense of

been decided that the feast of Easter will be celebrated

At

Palm Sunday

fast after

in the

beginning to stand out; 6th: Vault completed; 8th:

last the vault is

Friday - scaffolding removed from the church.

It

the ceremonies in the old chapel

somewhat,

floor has to be levelled

we

to go.

By

we

nightfall

back

get

install

to

some

it

has
5th:

Good

looks really beautiful with

the vault painted dark green and the walls white"; 9th:

one day

as

new church;

Holy Saturday -

after

a furious rate.

The

work

at

seats, the altar etc.

we had not succeeded in finishing

with only

everything, but

slept soundly.

"Easter Sunday

church and

altar

was a triumph. Everybody up
decorated - 8.00 a.m.

at

an early hour - entry to

Mass (Solemn High) crowded;

Gregorian Chant sung with vigour - Mass followed by Benediction (Solemn)

Deum and Regina

and Te

congregation.
little

flock at

From

Coeli -

it

all

left

a deep impression

on the

Easter Sunday on things began to brighten up for the

Mombasa. The General

Bulletin of the

Holy Ghost Fathers

(published by the Mother House, Paris) for 1905 attributes the growth of the

mission from

now on

away

as in the

catacombs and are now attracting the natives. Our Goans

grow

in

to the fact that "...the Fathers are

no longer hidden

numbers are very pleased with the change of locale

(i.e.

who

the chapel

of Kilindini) and although they have a longer distance to travel, are faithful
to the

Sunday Mass, and a good number came back

Blessed Sacrament.
This

new

We

also have

church, situated no

for Benediction of the

more confessions and communions".

more than

fifty or sixty

yards from the site of

the present cathedral, boasted of a gallery and a bell tower and seating
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capacity of four hundred faithful.
after the present cathedral

It

became a

was consecrated

when

the early nineteen seventies

it

printing press

and bookshop

1923 and remained such

in

was demolished

make way

to

until

for one of

Mombasa's present landmarks - Ambalal House.

The

Fathers, having built God's house,

of their

own

that

would be

The

the inland missions.
in a short

facilities in
it

task

enough

was given

was completed

It

later

acquired by

Ambalal House.

for

As we

future chapter.

leave a Catholic

in

still

Ball

who

leave

it

shall

but

come back

in the early years

community (according

enemy) of those

Nkrumah

was demolished

without

whom, God

would be

to

to the Cathedral in a

of the present century,

we

General Bulletin) of around

to the

fifty

Africans". Little enough

and Brothers

early Fathers

together

serves today as the

for the toil and sweat, the frustrations and illnesses (fatigue

greatest

for

1900 with the addition of some

500 - "...mostly Goans, some Europeans and

show

Kuhn and

to Frs

Baumann Company

We

camp

to act as a Procure or base

1901. Finally a fine convent was built facing present

was

make way

to

decided they needed a house

space of time completed the house which

Cathedral Presbytery.

Road -

large

now

who gave

alone knows, what the Catholic Church in

was

the

their all

Mombasa

like today.

BURA
commonly

It is

believed that Bura Catholic Mission was started from that

of Kilema (broadly called Kilimanjaro in the early journals). This

Bura was
fact that

started for Kilema. Reference

Mombasa

was made

is

not so -

in the last chapter to the

Mission had become a Procure or base camp for the

Kilimanjaro missions. In order to bring building materials, furniture, church

and house requisites

Mombasa. The
and

it

to Kilema, large caravans

porters for these caravans

was from these

writes in his

were

Journal

on October
It is

were Muslims,

originally

originally leaders of the slave

Roy

continues:

"He

is

be assembled

from

at

Taita,

Bura Valley. Le Roy

15th, 1891:

led

Mwinyi Tauma from Pangani". Here we may

to

to a great extent

that the Fathers first learnt of

Mombasa

caravan of eighteen loads to Kilema.

leaders

had

"Today

I

sent a

by a man called Salim bin

note that nearly

all

the caravan

from German East Africa and doubtless

and ivory caravans from the great Lakes. Le

accompanied by three Swahili

in

charge of sixteen

Wataita from Bura. These Wataita describe their country as being well
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1900s with some Children of the Mission,

i.e.

children from

Christian villages.

populated and very beautiful and say that their chief, Bogoli,
to

have a mission".

It

was almost a year

made a move. He decided

that a

mission

later,

at

is

very anxious

however, before de Courmont

Bura would serve as an excellent

half-way-house for the caravans to Kilimanjaro.

He

appointed Fr Jean Maria

Mevel as Superior with Fr Martin Rohmer and Brother Solanus Zipper
his assistants.

However, before sending them

to

found the mission and

committing himself, he and Fr Jean Flick, Fr Le Roy's successor

First Catholic Hospital in

Kenya

-

opened by

Sisters

Block ofMombasa Hospital
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as

of St. Joseph ofCluny

-

at

Mombasa

now Administration

Bura

and now on his way to work

Bura

after

Kilema, joined a caravan which arrived

the journey.

He and

Kilimanjaro in 1894 and he has

left

The caravan was a modest one by

companion, a

his

and quote from the diary of the

to digress a little

French doctor Chanel referred to already.

Mombasa to
and

at

eleven days of great suffering and hardship.

might be well here

It

at

Mr Gautier;

a companion trekked from

us an interesting account of

current standards:

Dr Chanel

Swedi, the (Muslim) leader; Anthony and

Noa, "boys" or African helpers; Horace Night, cook (one hopes that his
meals were as exotic as his name); Rubini

who were armed
from

with Snider

sixty to seventy

in

charge of six askaris (soldiers)

fifty-seven porters, each with a load of

rifles;

pounds weight. The need

to reach watering holes each

day determined the distance and speed of each day's march. Their stopovers

were

as follows:

Rabai (no one was allowed to leave the camp

fear of getting drunk

on the

the abundance of coconut
that the

Duruma people

local

palm trees

lived in

marauders; Taru, "...where

we

reached Taita"; Maungu, their
finally:

tembo which was
in the area.);

little

in plentiful

night for

supply from

Samburu where they found

village clusters for fear of the

we

got water without which

Maasai

could not have

contact with Taita; Ndara;

first

at

Mwatate and

Mwatate River, past the Bura massif, we

"...having crossed the

entered a deep and narrow valley covered with banana plantations and fields

of sugar cane and Angola peas; and
7th

we

at

two o'clock

in the afternoon of July

arrived at the Catholic French Mission of Bura". (Chanel tells us

elsewhere that the Catholic Missions were always called French and the
Protestant ones, British.)
especially since they

He

were the

says they received a marvellous

Frenchmen

first

Fathers. Chanel's account goes

on

to reach

welcome

Bura apart from the

to describe his stay at

Bura giving

his

impressions of the mission: a collection of four or five huts (the mission was
still

in

its

very early stages) with earthen floors and thatched roofs: a chapel

with earthen floor and crumbling walls; the people, their customs and
traditions; the important role of the

mganga

(witchdoctor)

among them;

then-

food and clothing; their system of government through elders; the importance
of goats as their monetary unit and essential part in

all

sacrifice

and

divination rites; circumcision, dowry, marriage, divorce and polygamy; their
burial rites. In a masterly literary fashion he follows the Wataita

cradle to the grave

-

interesting but

- from

the

beyond the scope of this work.

Let us return to our account of the

first

Fathers to reach Bura - Monsignor

de Courmont and Fr Flick. They arrived on September 30th and immediately
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were met by Bogoli who, apparently, was oozing charm. Within no time,

Monsignor made

his decision: "Bogoli's

"the superb country, the considerable

good

disposition," writes Fr Flick,

number of

inhabitants, especially

children, their desire to be instructed in religion... all these considerations

determined Monsignor's

Reverend Wray of the Church Missionary Society, who

was

the belief that the

had

started a mission at

a mission in the
".

.first

.

come

Bura

Ndara but which had

failed,

was thinking of

Courmont decided

Valley, so de

served".

first

Another factor which hastened his decision

spirit".

it

When he departed for Kilema,

starting

was a matter of

he

left

behind him

Fr Flick to hold the fort awaiting the arrival of the official community of

Rohmer and Brother

Frs Mevel,

Solanus. Before leaving for Kilema, de

Courmont along with Fr Flick walked

the land in the

company of Bogoli and

chose the sight for the mission - a spot near a mountain stream. "Monsignor
is

delighted", records Fr Flick "especially because of the

Our Lady of Hope,

to

whom he

good water which

dedicated the mission, has provided".

THE MISSION TAKES SHAPE
Fr Flick began to get ready a small hut which Bogoli provided him with as
his

temporary living quarters - his "royal tent" as he called

night's sleep there,

house

of huge lice

full

blood". Bogoli

humourous
soldiers at
villages.

however, he did not find

left

who have found

disposal".

He found

At

wanted

trial

and Flick notes

to send their children for instruction".

he managed

and

fifty

he began visiting the neighbouring

of two sorcerers, Mzaza and Mhaya,

to kill but

first

in his typical

and master of the land with

sole king

this point

in white flesh

the people "timid and curious but not afraid; the

seem charming and promise
across the

me

After his

so royal: "I awoke to find the

new menu

for Taveta for a few days,

style: "...he left

my

a

it

it.

to persuade

them

whom

men

He came

the villagers

to await Bogoli's return for

his verdict.

The

15th October witnessed the

on the point of death

whom

first

baptism

in

Bura -

that of a little girl

he christened Ludovica. Nearly

all

the early

baptisms were those of people - both adults and children - in a similar
situation

and most of them did die shortly

following: "I visit a very sick lady.
quickly, she asks for baptism

with God.

I

.

.

christen her Mary".

.

I

that

One

after.

A typical journal entry is the

find her well disposed;

remedy which
of the adults
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I

instruct her

will assure her a place

who was

baptised in this

Bura

way was

Bogoli's

sick brother.

We

first

wife

who
on

are told that

died while he was
his return he

away

at

Taveta visiting a

wept copiously for

Fr Flick ventured further afield and climbed the

hills

her.

which form a necklace

around Bura Valley - "Susu" from which he admired "the superb
countryside...; Vuria

which he describes

as being "...in lovely country with

plenty of people"; and the formidable Iyale which
valley from which he got his

marvelled
the

hill.

at the rich

On

his return

(gardens) of the people living at the foot of

journey to Mombasa, de Courmont called

few days, and he and Fr Rick erected a

They sang

the Te

the end of the

view of snow-capped Kilimanjaro and

first

mashamba

commands

at

Bura for a

compound.

large cross in the mission

Deum, Ave Maris Stella, Memorare, followed by Invocations

to the Sacred Heart,

Our Lady of Hope and

St Joseph

-

a veritable marathon

of prayers.

On December

1

8th everyone at the mission

of gunfire. They thought

it

was

the

was

Germans who

the Maasai near Taveta. However,

it

was only a

terrified to hear the

at that

time were

at

sound

war with

military fanfare heralding the

approach of the caravan accompanying Fr Mevel and Brother Solanus. They

were accompanied by a married man - and presumably
fifteen mission children

the

Bura Christian

his wife

from Bagamoyo who were meant

Village. Fr

Rohmer

did not arrive until

to

-

as well as

be the nucleus of

some time

after.

who

Fr Mevel took over from Fr Flick and paid his respects to Bogoli

provided him with the present of a goat - the paragon of animals among the
Wataita.

The boundaries of

the mission plot

were fixed

definitively

Bogoli announced grandiosely that he was giving the land as a free

on he changed

number of
matter

is

and

mind and

said

it

had

to be paid for.

bales of calico cloth as payment, and

made

Mevel began

made

his

in the early journals.

Around

to get the impression that

He

gift.

accepted a

the beginning of the

new

Later

gift

no further reference

and

of a

to the

year,

Fr

Bogoli was not as important as he had

himself out to be, and his references to him in the Journal become less

less complimentary.

He calls him ".

.

.a

great drinker of tembo\ and has the

following entry: "I call on Bogoli and find him in a profound sleep after a

generous libation of tembo".
Brother Solanus'

first

task

was

to build the

community house. The digging

of the foundations was celebrated in fine style - goat, French wine, and
tembo. Brother Solanus had succeeded in digging a canal from the nearby

stream thus bringing water right into the mission compound. At the same

time he built a temporary chapel - which Dr Chanel referred to above as
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being in a miserable condition. The mission church proper did not
later

and

there.

it

The

was not

September 30

until

same church

self

still

way

896

that the first

start till

Mass was offered

stands proudly today in the centre of

Mission, the oldest Catholic Church

of writing, plans are under

1

still

in use in

Kenya, although

for the construction for a

at the

new and

Bura
time

larger

building.

DIFFICULTIES
The

AND OPPOSITION

evangelisation of the local people

and rather an on and off

The missionaries

different quarters.

the children brought from
children for instruction.

was

many

years painfully slow

started their usual routine of school for

Bagamoyo and

The

for

on account of periodic opposition from

affair

invited the locals to send

daily timetable was: Daybreak:

Rosary; 10.00: ablutions in the canal; 11.00: class; 1.30-3.00:

of the day was given to manual work
to recreation. Great importance

at the

was given

sang the

full

Common

Mass and

class; the rest

buildings and in the garden, and

to singing classes

New

proudly announces that for Mass on

men-

and the Journal

Year's day 1893: "The children

of the Mass in Latin".

By

that

same

date ten local

children (including one of Bogoli's) were attending instruction. This

number

was augmented by

Kilema

sent to

Bura

to

the arrival of a

few Maasai boys newly baptised

augment the attendance

borne out by the fact that when the
years, the

new Vicar

six candidates

on

work.

whom to

lay hands.

evangelisation was very

at the slightest

We read

already in

a passing caravan

much an "on and off' affair

tells

December

1892:

"Mwalimu,

later: "I

and hunt

persuade

in Serengeti

In July 1893 there

and prayers

Mwalimu

in

come

to teach

was followed by a

common. Fr Flick however, adds

head for

to

Mombasa and

I

decide to go

myself.

was another

crisis

neighbouring village stopped coming
chief, has

the chief porter in

the Wataita that the Whites have

in attendance at classes

a day

French Fathers. The

remarks derogatory towards the mission and

children, and that they are not children". This incident

drop

is

confirmations took place after six

to occasional demonstrations of opposition to the

people wavered
its

first

no doubt. The lack of progress

Apostolic, Monsignor Emile Allegeyer, had only thirty

As mentioned already,
owing

roll,

at

- suddenly the children from a

to the mission.

been jealous of Bogoli and the presents
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"Mwakai, the nearest

we gave him and

has

forbidden his people to

from

after a visit

come

the Fathers to

Greeks did to Troy), an entry

become our

suddenly

An

entry

crisis

was

shortlived,

Mwakai, doubtless"bringing

in the

Journal joyfully

relates:

however, for
gifts" (as the

"...Mwakai has

greatest friend".

1896

in

fervour", although

The

to us".

tells

we can

"Our Christians have

us that:

ask ourselves

how deep

their first

lost

that first fervour

had ever

been. Five years later the next crisis arose over a matter very dear to the
hearts of the Wataita

-

the Fathers' efforts to suppress their traditional

which the missionaries regarded

or dances,

These dances, of course, took place

at

as the incarnation of evil itself.

night and

left

plenty to the imagination

of the saintly Fathers. There was almost outright rebellion. The

down

the hills that the Protestant missionaries of the

Society

day

at

Mbale and Chavia had allowed

in a desperate effort to

ngoma

word

filtered

Church Missionary

the dances to take place during the

hold on to their flock. Thereupon the Bura Fathers

decided to follow suit "...so that the Protestant influence does not reach the

Bura Valley and the surrounding
leave us

if

they do not get

disorders

- are

answer

God's

At

is

first

time.

of the century, a catechumenate

We read:

Taveta". Further

on we

to

read:

Bura

up

their children

prefer to

come for instruction

hell their children

go

dances and their wives

their

Mgange Nyika

to reclaim cattle they say

"Our catechumens

The others say they would
to give

at

is

"The people of Mgange have turned against us

by Fr Mevel. Fr Superior referred them to the

have

the

time although the Fathers must have been working

and some of them have come

forty.

- and

secret".

mentioned for the

some

concession. Therefore the dances

recommence. Can we have any more conversions?... the

to

this stage, the turn

there for

this

Moreover, our Christians threaten to

hills.

District
at

to hell than to

if

stolen

Commissioner

Mgange have

(in that order).

saying that

were

at

fallen to

be baptised and

They refuse

to let

they themselves are going to

should go there along with them. However,

we hope

in

God's grace. At Mkaroro they agree that children receive instruction on
condition that

no mention be made of baptism".

PRESENT DESPAIR - FURTHER HOPE
Was
were

it

the fault of the heralds or of the hearers or of both? Doubtless there

faults

on both

so to speak, of

sides.

ways

As

regards the hearers, the acceptance, overnight

diametrically opposed to their traditions, customs and
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whole way of

polygamy;

their

life;

mganga, sorcerer or medicineman,

them

accepting what did not appear to
the heralds

one detects a

of the mission

we

up

them

good

as such

failure to live

Throughout the early journals
loss of hope, e.g.,

these led

all

all-powerful

of the

fear

their

be cautious of

to

tidings.

On

what was expected of them.

to

notice a pervading feeling of despair and

"Can we have more conversions?" Another negative aspect

was

that

it

had become a very popular stop-over not only for

missionary caravans which was natural enough, but also for
others, notably hunting expeditions

seems

to

the part of

have been given

on

their

to playing host to

way

to Serengeti.

all

A

must have

all this

been detrimental to the work of evangelisation, both as regards time

their

which the

day

to

day

lives,

themselves; the Journals

who gave Solemn

and

must have formed

locals

frequent entry

is

the Fathers

become

full

seemed

in

plot"... but

of references as to

no reference

The idea of

enhance the mission

either.

As

.

why

this,

why

what Mass

read "...today

we

to opening an out-station; a
this frustration

with

the Christian Village did not

and were referred

broadly meant WaZanzibari or Waswahili, whose

.

said

the original group grew up, they were

ostracised as being a lower breed

not of the highest standard.

who

we

"Nothing of significance today". Was

the indifference of the people?

adults.

have closed in on

to

Benediction on which Feast;

opened a new cabbage

as

lost

minds.

In their

and

of time

lot

wealthy adventurers from Europe

and then proceeding with them on the hunt. Needless to say

the attitude towards the Fathers

sorts of

Wajomba which

to as

own

moral

way of life was

Why did the Fathers not pay more attention to the

that;

why

not

this,

why

not that?

Was

it

God's

secret,

one of the Fathers suggested? In spite of the lack of hope, the seed was

sown, and "...night and day while he (the sower) sleeps, when he
the seed

crop

is

is

sprouting and growing

ready, he loses

come" (Mark

it

awake,

- how he does not know. And when

no time; he

4: 26-29). Later

is

starts to

was time

the

reap because the harvest has

for the harvest to

come.

ADDENDUM: A NOTE ON TEMBO AND RELATED PROBLEMS
In his account of his safari to Kilimanjaro, Doctor Chanel tells us that at
the overnight stop at Rabai
getting

no one was allowed

drunk on the local tembo which was

abundance of coconut palm

trees in the area.
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to leave the
in plentiful

We may

add

camp

for fear of

supply from the
at this

point that

Giriama

the early Protestant missionaries had the same experience as the Catholics as

regards the negative aspects of

met

some of the

with. Kraph, the spearhead of the

local

customs and practices they

Church Missionary Society personnel,

speaking of "the licentious behaviour of the villagers" at Rabai says:

toddy being

and the groves of

their favourite beverage,

lofty

".

.

.palm

coconut palms

surrounding their villages serving, so to speak, as their immediate and
inexhaustible wine cellar".

New

Kraph, Rebman,

We may

also add that reading the early journal of

and other Protestants

we

are struck

by

their similarity

to those of the Catholic Fathers, with constant references to "...the strong

bulwarks to Christianity" such as traditional pagan ceremonies, addiction to
tembo, dances, polygamy

well as the questioning of the missionaries'

etc. as

motives in coming among the people.

GIRIAMA
We
Holy

have seen the pioneering work of the missionaries dedicated

Spirit in three areas: in the waters of the Indian

Ocean from Reunion

Zanzibar; in the shabby streets and alleyways of the Coastal

Mombasa; and

in the hill country

and twenty miles
gave

inland.

and

attention,

into

around Bura

in Taita,

which they

was,

if

Town

to

of

about one hundred

The next sphere of spiritual influence

moved

to the

not desert,

to

which they

at least

scrub

and semi-desert. Travelling inland from Mombasa through the Coastal Plain

which

is

known

reasonably

fertile

especially during the rains, one enters the region

to the local people as the Nyika. This area of scrubland

abounds

particularly in the ngoja kidogo shrub

and skin with

its

sharp thorns, as

if telling

you

which

which catches your clothes

to wait

a minute links up with

the Taru Desert and with the vast expanse of the Tsavo Region today a

National Park.

It is

the

home

of the Miji Kenda, the Nine Tribes

an existence which, especially
Surrounded by

level.

their

meagre

tillage is

and beans. The

more

limited

Mombasa
which

The

is

way

out

on subsistence

and hardy

goats,

confined almost completely to the growing of maize

largest of these tribes is that of the

hinterland area from

a

in the dry seasons, borders

their herds of miserably skinny cattle

who eke

Wagiriama who span the

Mombasa to Malindi and beyond and give their name in
to the area

around Kaloleni, some twenty miles from

as well as to St Michael's Mission

founded

at

Mwabayanyundo

always referred to as Giriama Mission.

first

reference to missionary interest in Giriama country
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comes from

Mombasa

Mission

Fathers House,

Mombasa

Mission, built

1899

-

1900

the pen of that indefatigable pioneer, Fr Alexander

Le Roy. During

his five

Mombasa in 1889 he made reconnaissance trips both north
and south of the town. He was impressed with Malindi, which, he wrote,
". .seems to have a future". He had bought two houses there, both of which
were soon burnt down, whether intentionally or not we are not told. He

months' stay

at

.

also purchased a plot of land at Jilore, in the Sabaki River Valley which,

he

was

tells us,

abandon

later stolen

by

rival missionaries,

who

in turn

had to

because of constant sickness. The other places he visited

it

were: Giriama - "...a heavily populated countryside although frequently
subjected to drought and where the water of the streams

is

nearly

everywhere yellowish"; Kauma; Chonyi, Jibana, Ribe and Rabai. He said
that

everywhere he went he found the people "...friendly but given

drinking too

to

much tembo".

Both Monsignor de Courmont and Fr Le Roy spent some time around
Malindi on

their return

from the Tana River

which the Monsignor wrote

to Colonel

(we have seen correspondence between

in early 1890, as a result

of

Euan Smith, Governor of Zanzibar
the

two

in the chapter

on Zanzibar)

describing their experiences in the Tana River area and then continuing:

"On
I

the return journey

would very much

I

visited the lower course of the Sabaki. There, too,

like to start a mission.

The advantage would

be,

from

the point of view of local interests, to contribute to the founding of a
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population (doubtless he had the Christian Village policy in mind) thus
settling a

magnificent though deserted country; and furthermore to assist

establishment of communications, up to

in the

now

non-existent, between

Malindi and Uganda, that beautiful province of the English territory for

whose

produce an easy access to the Coast

rich

will be a boon".

thinking on de Courmont's part! With the arrival of the

Railway
and the

all

interior

were put

hundred years

aside. Today, a

National Park joining up with the

that

is

Mombasa

later,

the only road

going through Tsavo East

Nairobi road

at

further references to the Malindi or Sabaki areas are

early journals.

Manyani.

found

in the

Giriama country, meaning the area radiating out from

Kaloleni as focal point,

when

Kenya-Uganda

thought of other communications systems between the coast

inland from Malindi of any length

No

Wishful

is

next mentioned in the

a delegation arrived from

Kambe

Mombasa Journal
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asking for a Catholic Mission.

Mr

Pigott, the then Director of the I.B.E.A.

Company

of

refused permission on

Kambe was too near Ribe where the Methodists were
already established. He informed the Fathers, however, that they were
welcome to Chonyi and Jibana country. No mission was founded at

the grounds that

Kambe, but a small catechumenate was opened,

the occasion being

celebrated with a feast "...of a goat and half a bag of rice shared between
a party of eighty seven people".

Around

this time, the Fathers started

a policy of opening small catechumenates, and ones similar to that of

Kambe were opened

at

Jibana and Chonyi. The catechists were the

Children of the Mission brought from Bagamoyo, instructed

and who lived on the

Mombasa,
foremost

the

spot.

names of

among

They were

Frs Joseph

visited regularly

at

Mombasa,

by Fathers from

Koenig and Emile Clause being

those mentioned. Needless to say, in those days of foot

travel these visits took a

few days with the Father sleeping

in a little

makeshift makuti banda. The late Fr James Lynch, while parish priest of
St Theresa's mission, Chonyi,

was told an

interesting story about one of

these catechumenates at Vevesi, a lovely spot
the coastal plain to the sea shore,

mission.

It

seems

and which

that the plot acquired

which commands a view of
is

now an

outstation of the

by the Fathers was too near the

local hay a, or sacred grove, and the witchdoctors objected.

the catechist

they

made

They harassed

and the Father so much with frenetic night-drumming

life

that

there impossible for them, and they had to quit the place,

temporarily at least.
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MWABAYANYUNDO, GIRIAMA

ST MICHAEL'S MISSION,
The

We

Mwabayanyundo, where

reference to

first

eventually to be built,

found

is

group of

are told that a

in the

six

the mission of Giriama

Mombasa Journal for September

was

1893.

Wagiriama came from Kilema ya Nyundo,

asking that a mission be built there and another at Kafuneni, near Bamba.

They were welcomed and
hopes

started with

mission would follow - but they were to keep quiet about

that a

this

Catholic Fathers for fear of opposition from other Christian

visit to the

missionaries

among

would be

told that a catechumenate

!

(At this period

we

begin to get more references to this rivalry

different missionary groups

- an unfortunate occurrence

in the

work

of spreading of the Gospel.) Their spokesman, Boho, and his companions
returned

home

with the

gift

fortified with the

A few days later, Mr Pigott, who had refused

of pearl necklaces.

permission for a mission

Mwabayanyundo.

A

catechumenate was

started.

at

further

A

promise of a future mission and encouraged

Kambe, gave

the go-ahead for one

at

Boho and

a

was

meeting

few months

with

held

later, in

December, the policy of

having a number of catechumenates scattered around was dropped. They

were

to

be closed in favour of building up a central one, that of

Mwabayanyundo.
Giriama

is

not mentioned again until 1895

catechumenate there

is

still

As

holding on.

when we

are told that the

yet no mission

had been

established, but "...Noah, the catechist has a group of about thirty living

around

He

his house.

people will

come

says that

if

the Fathers build a mission there, lots of

to take refuge there".

Noah does

not say from

from what these people would take refuge but most
Maasai who used
just three miles

to

make

1
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become

from time

it

we meet

from Mombasa. He

in this

first

time.

gets

to

and

in

work by Fr Felix Boule. They both report baptising

fearful of the

away

the raiders.

and

name

Giriama was

is

no sign yet of

building up a solid Christian community. In 1903 the Wagiriama

there permanently

its

visited the place regularly

people in danger of death from time to time but there

more and more

the

marauding Maasai.

Fr Jean Baptiste Ball for the

his pet project

1899 he was joined

for the

was from

or

to time as far as Kaloleni,

from Mwabayanyundo. Kaloleni, seemingly,

from "keep a watch out" In

cattle raids

likely

whom

Maasai and begged Fr Ball

to display a flag, the

A temporary

hut

was
46

to

became

come and

live

purpose of which was to frighten

built

and the papal

flag

flown over

it

but the degree of

its

station Fr Ball

little

effectiveness

found the

On

not recorded.

is

down

flag flying upside

facing downwards, but as he records

".

.

one of

.the elders

his visits to the

with the papal tiara

found nothing wrong with

that".

PERMANENT RESIDENCE: EARLY SETBACKS:
As 1903 drew
January 1904

is

DEATHS

to a close the

two Fathers took up residence on the

given as the

official date

Mwabayanyundo, Giriama. The

Mission,

FIRST

hill

and

of the opening of St Michael's

first

entry in the Mission Journal

is

as follows.

"5th January 1904: Thanks be to God!
Ball has been realised today. His arrival

here for five days

is

God

willing, to

means

that Fr

Boule who has been

no longer alone, and that the community of the Giriama

Catholic Mission has started.
but,

A vow made many years ago by Fr

We are here,

not for a few days or a few weeks

remain here for good no matter what privations present

themselves". Did they really foresee the terrible privations that would follow,
not only for them but also for their successors for

The Journal

"We have no

abode:

no

canal,

paints a dismal picture of the hut

no

cistern,

chapel; the hut

been a particularly dry
to get water;
hill".

So

for

We

well.

year.

Mombasa and

a year?

which served

we have no

too narrow;

The

water,

no

this has

Three children go off with a donkey every day
for

some among

the rocks at the foot of the

years progress was discouragingly slow as

Bura.

as their first

have to travel far to get water since

meanwhile we dig

many

is

many

entry for January 1st 1905 reads:

it

had been

"A

at

year has

passed, one full of hardships and, alas, empty of results both spiritual and
material.

We pray that the Good Lord will bless our sufferings and our work,

and ease the situation

here. Nevertheless

might have been worse. .what kind of
.

The

risen as

New

Year will

He

said. Alleluia.

Let us hope that

glory".

it

be for us?"

Our Easter ceremonies were

than in other missions better off than ourselves

numerous and

thank Heaven... things

and setbacks continued. For Easter Sunday 1907 we read:

privations

"He has

we must

we

shall see the

fervent.

- nevertheless
to suffer

that the time of trial here has

Christianity of St Michael's will also rise
Christ". This time of trial

was

far

solemn

gave us heart.

day when our Christians will become

But even Christ "...had

When God deems

it

less

from the dust

been

sufficient, the

to live the life of Jesus

from ended and the

47

and so enter his

frustrations of the

Mombasa

Mission
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1912.

profoundly shocked

at

from the

our poverty... Our Christians rarely

Mass; not much hope of more instruction; our poor chapel

terrible condition... the

working

-

:

missionaries continue unabated in their Journal entries: "Our Visitor

come

-

p,

is

in a

people work very haphazardly; they never dream of

to help us... only to get

food from us..."

Do we

not perceive here

an echo of the Rice Christians of early Chinese evangelisation?

On

top of

all this

came

years of each other.

the tragic deaths of

The

first

mainland was Felix Boule
Michael's on

its feet.

1909: Fr Boule

first.

who had worked

to

go

to

However, as

We

Bowen, a friend of the

his condition got

Mombasa tomorrow

Joseph, assist

me

I

Fathers, at

a great shock to us.

anointed Fr Boule

It
I

on the Mombasa

Fr Ball and Brother

thinks

it is

better to get

worse during the day

in the oxcart. 21st: Fr

We

send a

we

Boule too

letter to

Doctor

Mombasa but doubt if he can arrive in time.

in this last hour'.

physically with us.

(i.e.

Mombasa, but he

moved. 22nd: His condition worsens.

Later in the night

to die

so hard with Fr Ball to put St

with (blackwater) fever.

decided to bring him to
sick to be

Holy Ghost Father

Fr Ball describes his death as follows: "20th February

down

Othon Weigel) advise him
over the fever

two of the Fathers within a few

who

kept repeating: 'Jesus,

He gave

Mary and

a gentle sigh and was no longer

was 9.45 p.m. His rapid and unforeseen death came
went

to

as

bed but sleep would not come". Fr Boule was

but forty-eight years old.

Four years

later the

second death occurred, that of Fr Joseph Loos,

who

died on June 4th 1913. His death was recorded as follows: Fr Loos writes:

48
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"June 2nd 1913:

...a

most monotonous day. Sombre weather; no sunshine;

not a bird singing; the land seems to be abandoned". 3rd: Brother Erhard

Durmeier

writes: "It is

God

someone other than Fr Loos who continues
trials

He

sends us and

blow which knocks us down. This morning

the

good Father went

Journal.

is

sometimes hard in the

at

this

times gives a
for a

walk

with one of the children to inspect the coconuts. Walking along a narrow

overgrown path he stepped on a snake of the most venomous kind. The snake
attacked, got inside the leg of Father's trousers and bit
leg.

The young boy immediately

started sucking the

was no medicine

there!

The

the calf of his

blood from the wound

managed

but the infection had started to spread. Fr Loos
the house, but there

him on

to drag himself to

local people gave

him

medicine to induce vomiting, but he gradually got worse until midnight. 4th:

At 1.30a.m. Fr Loos surrendered
until the last

to die

moment. What

such a sudden an unexpected death;

that evening!

Dalais. Fr
later at the

He

Master. 5th: Fr

is

Loos was only
age of

would seem

to

be alive that morning and dead

and we can but

it

bow

our heads

Loos was buried today by Fr Maurice

thirty three years old".

Fr Dalais died three years

OH LORD?"

tried

evangelisation in

He had remained conscious

thirty six.

"UNTIL WHEN,
have

God.

to

But the good God has allowed

in resignation.

We

his soul to

a sad death; with no fellow priest to assist him;

to

see the

Mombasa and

be closely

reasons for the slowness of the early
Bura. The reasons for

allied to those at Bura.

it

in

Giriama country

The young Children of the

Mission brought from Bagamoyo to be the nucleus of the

new

mission were

never fully accepted by the locals as had been the case at Bura, and were
called

Wanyamwezi,

The root cause however, was
in their ageless traditions
their daily lives

German East

Africa.

Wagiriama people were

settled

referring to their place of origin in

the fact that the

and could see

by accepting

this strange

only thing that would change

little

advantage towards bettering

new religion.

them would be

It

would seem that the

the promise of an effortless

overnight Utopia, which, of course, the Fathers could not give. The
ubiquitous enemies of missionary activity: fear inspired by the

power of witchcraft and
Fathers' motives and

awesome

the overindulgence in tembo, held sway.

movements were

The

the objects of suspicion. Alfred Wray,

the C.M.S. Missionary associated with their ill-fated mission at
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Ndara

(see

Mombasa

Mission

chapter on Bura) wrote
'Is it

.

.when the rains

the presence of the white

come

he

".

here anyway?

He

man

that

began

failed questions

to circulate:

He

Ukambani:

".

.

wished

.If I

hearts or whether

I

to read they

was looking for

wrote they wanted to know what
sorcery.
his

asked

rain
I

in the

was trying

and enquiring

had written and whether

evident that the locals

is

felt

it

to

overcome

their apathy".

took

it

for wondering

if

good time

that

contained

in tears

Pavitt in

- and

years of

the Catholic

summed up

"Why

as in the case of Bura, the seed

which had been sown

many

from time

asked themselves the question of the people of Ndara:

anyway?" However,

in these

to time they

have we come

had been sown, and

in blood!

- would be

reaped in joy.

SOURCES:
Mombasa

Journal

Giriama Journal

Bura Journals, Archives of the Holy Ghost
Pavitt, Nigel:

Kenya -

the First Explorers,
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I

two quotations

The position of

Missionaries in Giriama, as also in Bura, could be well

same words, and we can be excused

last

When

they were not reaping any

from the missionaries' presence, and

painstaking work

in

to spy into their

Everyone of my movements was sharply observed". Nigel

are taken says: "It

here,

his trip to

after diseases.

book: Kenya - The First Explorers - from which the

benefit

how to read

same vein during

if I

has

does not buy our

ivory or slaves and he refuses to pay our children for being taught

and write'," Johann Ludwig Krapf writes

Why

keeping back the rain?

is

has not given us presents.

Fathers, Chevilly, France.

Autumn

Press, 1988.

